The Keshe Foundation is changing the world as we know it. A peaceful future with clean free energy is now a reality. With the use of magnetic-gravitational (Magravs) technology, power is transmitted via nano-coated copper. Nano layers absorb ambient plasma energy. Plasma energy is much more powerful and abundant than regular electricity.

Plasma energy is found everywhere around us - in the air, our bodies, around the planet and in space. Through the nano layers this boundless energy is converted to usable energy that can power our homes, vehicles and much more!

The Keshe Foundation — It is time for humanity to reconnect with the energetic plasma world!

- The Magravs-Power Universal System is a fully dynamic system and will adjust to your needs. 110 - 220V / 50-60Hz single phase.
- The device will supply 2Kw of resistive load and will supply all of your non-resistive requirements.
- The Keshe Foundation Support Center https://support.keshefoundation.org

Keshe Foundation Distributor:
Can you explain the basics of the Magravs-Power Universal System installation and how it acts to supply energy to my home?

There are two plugs on the Unit - a male plug that simply connects to an available socket in your home and a female plug for connecting up to 500 watts (max) of LEDs or combination of other non-resistive loads to the Unit. The load acts as a “trigger” for the plasma to begin nano-coating the wiring in your home creating an easy pathway for the plasma to flow to all your home’s systems (plasma energy requires and travels along nano-coated pathways). This process takes approximately 2 to 3 weeks. When the process is complete, some homes will achieve greater than 60% reduction in their energy bills. The Unit will supply part of the energy requirements for each and every device in your home; everything from your fridge to your stereo to your power tools.

What is the nano-coating process?

Once the Magravs-Power Universal System is installed, plasma energy will start to flow from the unit. Over a short period of use the plasma flow will nano-coat its pathway. Unlike regular electricity, plasma energy does not flow through the center of wires; it flows more efficiently along nano-coated pathways (the outermost layers of wires).

How can I be sure that the System is working?

How can I measure the savings?

One of the common misconceptions is that any reduction in energy consumption can be seen by a power meter attached to the wall socket where the Magravs Unit is plugged in or behind the main electrical meter. This is not the case because plasma energy CANNOT be measured with the conventional meters that we use today. All of the devices that we use to measure electricity flow are designed to measure standard electricity flow, they can not detect or measure plasma energy flow. The actual measurement of the drop in electrical consumption must be done at the main electrical meter outside your house. What the main meter will show is the side effect of plasma supplying more and more of your household energy needs, i.e. less and less dependence of your home on electron vibration (a.k.a electricity). The nano-coating process occurs over weeks, hence the gradual drop in electric consumption as read at the main meter. The easiest and best way to observe savings will be via your monthly electric bill, where you will see a gradual drop in your homes grid energy requirement.

Can it be used outdoor or is it only for indoor use?

Recommended for indoor use only. Please avoid submerging it in water. Keep away from moisture and heat sources.

Is the Magravs-Power Universal System sold with any guarantee and what does it cover?

The appliance is guaranteed by the Keshe Foundation for a period of 24 months from the date of purchase. This date must be proven by: invoice or receipt bearing date of sale, details identifying the appliance, type, model. Failure to produce the stated documents will invalidate the product warranty. This warranty includes the free replacement or repair of the device’s parts, should the authorized Service Centre find the unit to have defects in materials or workmanship.

Is the Magravs-Power Universal System tested before it is shipped?

Yes, testing is part of the manufacturing process.

Can you use the Magravs-Power Universal System for both 110/220 volts?

The Magravs-Power Universal System is a fully dynamic system and will adjust to your needs. 110 - 220V / 50-60Hz single phase.

Further information available at: www.keshefoundation.org